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ROUNDED VARIATIONS OF ÖOHTINUOUS SOLUTIONS FOR A
SYSTEM OF HYDRODYKAMIC EUQÄTIOKS
/Following is the translation of an article by
A, M* Molciianov entitled Ogt*anicheanosts V&riatBil
Net>rervvnykh Resheniy Slstemy Uravneniy Gidrodlnamikl (Bounded Variations of Continuous Solutions for a System of Hydrodynamic Equations)
In DoUlaay Akademll Nauk S8SR (Reports of the
Acaderay of Sciences USSR), 1959» Vol. 129,
No. 6, pages 1257-1260^7
The system of hydrodynaralc equations has the aspect of

where, using tagranglan coordinates

u is the Telocity, v the specific volume, p the pressure,
E = 1 ■ (p, v) the internal energy density«
^
The purpose of this article is to prove the bounded.
character of variation in the solution of system (1}* In
connection herewith it is assumed that (a) the initial da«a
hairs a limited Tariatlon, and (b) the solution is continuous in the range
0*<#<*•» —»<*< 4*'«'
* ™e
second assumption, strictly speaking, la superfluous, Vat
it permits of performing the derivation by comparatively
sinrole methods. Moreover, Important features of the system
of hydrodynamic equations, which appsar distinctly, suggest
the idea of segregating from the hyperbolical systems or
equations of the type

(where VI- Is a function of Yariables «s } a special class
of hvarodynamic-type equations*
* These systems aw distinguished by the requirement
that thev contain a function playing in certain respects the
role of entropy in hydrodynamics. Simee sueh a requirement
per-tains to the equality type, "entropy" systems form a
rather small class within general hyperbolic systems, 10
1

all these systems applies the proof of bonded variation
solution as submitted below» ^Eatropy" systems occupy an
intermediate position between linear systems» to which
Qmmhy'B problem is applicable on the whole, and general
eystdBB (3) for which* apparently» the normal ease is
to convert the solutions into infinity even when £ is
finite for any smooth initial data equaling the constant
outside the interval«
■
..
M
L®t us indicate a way toward the proof* Derivations
gain in olarity if carried out in a general my for system r
(3) with any number of equations* Our nearest aim is to
writ© system (3) as an equivalent system of integral ®qua~
tions, from which on© can evaluate
\ \&\te[ • I* ö&n h® .
■.-_...!
'
achieved by doubling the number of unknown functions-by
introducing into the analysis the f unctions \ tf s*fji*/dx;
together vithic «v # A .system of equations for lift is ob»
tained by the differentiation of (3) with respect- to x» and
takes the forms
L-*»

' + B^"i

:

"

"'"■■"!

'.

• W

For the purpose of obtaining integral equations it is
convenient tö replace system (4) by a simpler diagonal sys»
tern of other functions of -i^j which are linear combinations
©f j^s; with coefficients depending on !«*> ».
Functions of !?j.i are not total derivatives of any of the.
functions of fi*] » as .was the case with !#■/ • However,
ifftAr m Jttfi^j iB"ä linear combination of differentials ' #£! »
and it "is -convenient to write this expression as.is don®
in thermodynamics, as |j£mOhiv ®nd talk of an es&et .
differential, keeping te'v^JjafoMUg;, that it is not
always possible to find \j&£jBu^, T*
Zvlat«
tial of which would be equal to (gt£/ _•__ Let us designate
the inverse matrix to ffi' by id?; so that |©df;*_# • Aftw
simple.operations ^© obtain

|&*As£+^r-c5*y.
where

\

■.

' f.. _

...'

• ' (6)

a© existence of matrix &i * leading |WJ. to the diagonal form s||! naturally follows from th© hyperbolic nature
©f system (3)V • Matrix im!; simply consists of oiganveotors
gj$, , Ml© veetors composing $ form a system whieh is
3»ii»rthoeonal in relation to these eigenvectors. But siriöa
bigea vectors are detemlned with an accuracy only up to thf
Multiplier, matrix 1^' ean be multiplied from th« left by
my diagonal matriat without oh&nging matrix jA?{ .
■ This arbitrary assumption can lb© .-used for maximum
simplification of th® structure of tensor" {C2p ♦ ' IA* tt®
toy,, for instance, to aehiewequality to wro of th© right»
hand term'in on© of the equation® of. sy stem 161* !- fro« (8)
It appears that» generally speaking* (when | Ä?_gM) ) this
will take plaoe when and only when .
■ .

1*®*» only in th©'case when the exact differential
!'ty*«l£<fo*
is a total differential or* more exactly,
when the exact differential has an integrating factor. For
a system of two equations eaoh exaet differential has an
integrating factor. In a system with a large number of aqua«
tions* as a rule* none of the ©xaot differential® has an
integrating actor. It is all the more remarkable that hydro«
dynamic equations are an exception in this respect. Th©
presenee in this system of on© integration factor for on® of
th© exact differentials is equivalent to the known thermo»
dynamic Identity
jrfS«y-(rf£ + P<&).
(10)
This observation justified the Introduction of the tera
"entropy" for any exact differential being Integrated*.
'Reverting to the general system (6I9 let us remark
that the solution of suoh a* system is already infinit© at
finite tQP even when t a 0 and given any smooth initial
conditions« This is olearly seen in th® eacample of th©
following model system*
«^Ts^stem is a model in the sense that it is unclear
whether it is possible to Indicate a type (3) - of even
a tyo© (1) - system j from^hich system (11) oould be

with Initial data ?<«<*, 0>-**<*. 0) -»*•(*. 0)-«W ?»P« '-<>.
where a(x) is an ©von function of x, and is equal to unity
on line segsent (0* 2), smoothly decreasing to a©ro on line
segment (2, 3), and. equal to Se.ro on half-line (5S OD )•
It is not difficult to verify that in the rectangle
~~l<js<i» '0<I<'1 the solution is given by Formula

The phenomenon illustrated by the example of system
(11) ie substantially different from the phenomenon, of
"overturned front" ("gr&öient catastrophe"} in one equation
or in a system of two equations. The difference consists
in the fact, that an increase in ? in one equation causes
a narrowing of characteristics which compensates for
increase in t . This can be well observed in Sqs (6).
If C£p«'0'
* an increase in f requires that'A\/d%<0' ,
which means that the characteristics are narrowing. It is
not difficult to ascertain that the narrowing is just such
as is required to assure that integral of absolute quantity
f is maintained. If, however» Cgj^Q »it may happen
that the terns CfeifV
will cause an increase in f that
is not compensated by narrowing characteristics* Moreover,
this may also happen in a segment of widened characteristics
so that

\ \f\dx

will be growing due to both causes*

Thus, the segregation of terms Os<p*r * apparently,
means the segregation of a noncompensated portion of the
quadratic form — i«o., of the portion which can convert
the solution into infinity of finite t0, Eqe (6) and
Relations (8) distinctly show the difference in origin of
terms of tyne

^^« ^far«**»!
v*

du*

*

and terms of type Ct^f .

Sbts^eXbxr the derivation described above. From formula
(7) it follows that a type (3) system can be constructed
with any constants A*
. In this case there still remains
a free choice In the selection of maferix % , using which
one can hope to obtain constants C^: ♦ However, it ie completely unclear whether a type (1) system can be constructed
bv this method*

The origin of the former is due to the variability of
;
matrix Ureigen values» and are automatically compensated
by narrowing characteristic«. The latter are caused by
the rotation* of eigen vectors» and for them no compensating factors are' available* In any case» these factors are
absent if in a typ© (6) system the coefficients depending
on u are changed for constants.
Turning to the proof of the basic theorem» let us
first give an accurate definition of hydrodynamie-type
u
^^termination U The exact differentially'~^_
and the corresponding Equation in (6) are oalled entropical
lf'iB^j is a total differential, i.e.., when J^BO; at
any '(«'and jfl values«
'*■•**■
•' Domination 2. SSquatlon system (3) is ;*$*•*a hydrodyn&mlc-type system if it has at least one "^tropy
while in non-entropy equations of system (6) the J0J«1oients jCgj before the products of two non-entropical terms
if8©*; are equal to zero»
• .
"' Remark. To be a system of hydrodynamie type» it
suffices if a system of three equation has "entropy .
Indeed, it can be achieved that tensor j^j has the necessary structure by proper selection of the jl£j matrix. To
this &nüf it is sufficient if the two coefficients
o! and C?_ are converted to aero» Equalities 012=O and
" of2 = 0 give two length conditions of own nonentropy

vectors.
Lst a hydrodyhamio-type system now be given. We
write for it system (6% renumbering, if required» the equation in such a manner that the entropy equations come first
f 0Tm
#i^tEin6^1milar probably occurs jwsn in W»**»J
x
dinarrequations \dtjAi**M()ti . Assuming \A-VW
*
vhere iA is a consent triangular matrix with^f^^
eigen values, while »stf-«*.» where S is a constant antisymmetric matrix. Although all eigen values of matrix A
arTnegatlve, one can - according to ^apunoy ~ judge

the system becomes unstable..

Here the coefficients #T are expressed through "entropy"
terms«* linearly and (? quadratioally»
Thus, for hydrodynaraic-type systems "splitting off
of entrony equations takes place, which (if one considers
functions C^and A£ as given, an admissible assumption for
a priori evaluations) are integrated independently and give
solutions for which
+JP "
■
\ \<f(x, t)\dx

is univoraly hounded at any t > 0*
j»
For nonentropy terms, a system of linear equations
with coefficients depending on entropy terms is formed.
40»

For such system Integrals, { \f{x,t)\dx&rQ, in general, no
more hounded.

However, they increase at a rate not faster

t

than

wpfiadt),

+00
where

o(0*max \\?(x,t)\dx.

This evaluation can be proved, for example, by
writing Eqs (14) as Integral equations along the corres»
ponding characteristics and applying to the Integral equations obtained the method of consecutive approximations.
Remark. In this proof substantial use is made of the
fact that for any system C£a = 0 at any J*-and"x . This
affirmation derives directly from (8) if one takes into
consideration that SI is a diagonal matrix. It leads to
a simple evaluation of q* terras
\ \ \<r(x,ty\dxdt<cam\ max [\ \^(x,t)\di^ .
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